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Abstract: Modeling the reliability of storm water drainage systems encounters a number of
methodological difficulties, especially in the selection of a reliable rainfall scenario. Many methods
for creating reference hyetographs are described in the literature. The aim of the work was the
analysis of the shapes of local precipitation hyetographs and the verification of the reference shapes
of rainfall hyetographs used for the drainage systems designing and modeling its operation in Poland
(Euler type II and DVWK models). The research material was represented by historical records of
rainfall data from the measuring station located in Jelenia Góra (Poland). Rainfall were grouped
due to the similarity of physical features, using various methodologies: Huff, cluster analysis using
the Ward and k-means methods. The k-means method proved to be especially useful for selecting
precipitation in terms of shape hyetographs. The statistical analysis of the similarity of the rainfall
hyetograph shapes was performed within the separated genetic clusters, based on the parameters of
mass distributions and unevenness over time. The comparative analysis allowed for the positive
verification of the Euler type II and DVWK models for the tested station.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Drainage System Modeling

Urban floods, which are more frequent, caused by heavy rainfall and the accompanying rapid
surface runoff of rainwater, cause damage, especially in urbanized areas [1]. Because of the stochastic
(random) nature of precipitation, it is not entirely possible to achieve reliable operation of sewer
systems. We can only strive for their safe design and operation. This translates into an adaptation
of systems to the maximum forecasted streams of rainwater with the frequency of occurrence equal
to the permissible frequency of spillage on the surface and flooding [2]. This also applies to future
precipitation loads intensified by climate change [3–7].

Real environmental threats caused by floods from sewage systems can be found during their
operation, while potential threats can only be demonstrated using hydrodynamic modeling. Drainage
system simulation models take into account the variable (in time and space) rainfall load scenarios of
the catchment, as well as the transient sewage flow in the channels. These scenarios can be both real,
intense local rainfall measured over many years (generally difficult to access) and model rainfall like
Euler type II or DVWK (Deutschen Verbandes für Wasserwirtschaft und Kulturbau), created on the
basis of local intensity-duration-frequency curves (IDF) or depth-duration-frequency curves (DDF)
of rainfall. The concept of the precipitation model defines the precipitation load with a normalized
(standard) and variable course in time. Normalization is based on a statistical analysis of the history
of heavy rains recorded in the past and reflects their often-repeated waveforms. Model precipitation
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is used in hydrological or hydrodynamic models of the rainfall-runoff phenomenon in the form of
individual model precipitation or groups [8–10].

Modeling the reliability of sewage systems in urban areas encounters a number of methodological
difficulties, requiring an urgent solution, or specifying the methodology for conducting such
research. Precipitation hyetograph is a graphical representation of the intensity distribution over
time. The applied hyetograph usually has a decisive impact on the simulated amount of outflow from
a catchment [11–13]. The choice of the precipitation scenario for modeling/dimensioning drainage
systems is, therefore, a significant problem. However, the diversity of actual rainfall significantly affects
the uncertainty in obtaining meaningful results when modeling outflow from a drainage catchment.
Hence, it is important to find a reference hyetograph that accurately reflects the typical time variability
of real, local precipitation. The goal of the work is, therefore, an analysis of rainfall hyetograph shapes
and verification of the reference hyetographs used for designing and modeling the drainage systems in
Poland so far, using the example of the meteorological station located in Jelenia Góra.

Three genetic types of rainfall can be distinguished in the time-space structure of precipitation.
The first type is convective rainfall of short-range (short-term, duration up to approximately 2 h). Then,
the second type is frontal rainfall with a long-range (usually 2 to 12 h). The last type is low-pressure
of a regional-scale range (long-lasting, usually more than 12 h). For dimensioning rainwater or a
combined sewage system, the most important are intensive rainfalls with a duration limited to the
flow time in the sewers (usually up to several hours) [5,8,14].

The most important problem when designing and modeling the drainage systems is the selection
of a reliable rainfall scenario [8,15–17]. The use of an appropriate scenario requires the designer to
determine the basic parameters of the rain, i.e., duration (t), height (h), or intensity (i). These parameters
are usually determined for separate and random precipitation events.

In Polish literature, there are few papers on the distribution of rainfall intensity in time and
space, especially for the needs of modeling drainage of urbanized areas. Hence, typical distribution is
usually adapted based on many years of rainfall observations in other countries, e.g., according to
German DVWK [16] or ATV (Abwassertechnische Vereinigung) [8], or American SCS (Soil Conservation
Service) [18]. According to the German guidelines [16], four typical intensity distributions in time are
distinguished (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Typical rainfall intensity distributions over time, according to DVWK [16]: (a) constant 
intensity precipitation (i.e., block precipitation), (b) precipitation with a maximum intensity at the 

Figure 1. Typical rainfall intensity distributions over time, according to DVWK [16]: (a) constant
intensity precipitation (i.e., block precipitation), (b) precipitation with a maximum intensity at the
beginning, (c) precipitation with a maximum intensity at the center, and (d) precipitation with maximum
intensity at the end.
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1.2. Reference Hyetographs

Many methods for creating reference hyetographs are described in the literature [19]. The division
of these methods has been described in many works, including Chow et al. [20], Lin et al. [21],
Venezziano and Villani [22], or S. Cazanescu and Cazanescu [23]. These methods can be generally
divided into three main groups: methods based on IDF/DDF curves, methods based on historical
rainfall data, and stochastic methods.

Standard hyetographs based on IDF curves belong to the oldest group of methods for creating
model precipitation. These methods can be further divided into two subgroups: methods based on
a single point of the IDF curve and methods based on the entire IDF curve. Each of the methods
belonging to the first subgroup is based on the precipitation height/intensity reading from the DDF/IDF
curve for a given duration and frequency of precipitation, and then, in a sense, selecting a “random”
distribution to create a reference hyetograph [22,24]. Methods based on a single point of the IDF
curve include hyetograph with simple geometric shapes. The most known representatives are block
hyetographs. They have a shape of rectangular and characteristic rainfall with constant intensity over
time. Precipitation of this type is commonly used for dimensioning sewage systems (stormwater
and combined) with flow time methods [8,12]. Yen and Chow [25] proposed a triangular shape of a
hyetograph to reflect the “geometry” of local precipitation for small drainage systems. The triangular
hyetograph pattern was also proposed by Ball, cited in Reference [26], for cases when the maximum
precipitation intensity occurs either at the beginning or end of its duration. Triangular hyetographs are
especially recommended for areas with a dry climate [27]. Additionally, hyetographs of other shapes
are proposed in literature, including those made of several simple, geometric figures. These include,
for example, the trapezoidal hyetograph proposed by Sifald in 1973 [28] and the hyetograph composed
of three “triangles” proposed by Desbordes in 1978 [29], with a peak of precipitation intensity located
in the central triangle (isosceles with an acute angle of aperture) and the other two, which represents
precipitation before and after the peak. Lee and Ho [30] proposed the use of a “double” triangle
shape hyetograph to describe rainfall in Taiwan. A simplified version of the Desbordes model [29]
was presented by Peyron et al. [31] who proposed that the preceding and following parts of the peak
should be in a block rather than a triangular form.

The second subgroup consists of methods based on the entire IDF curve. The best known in
this case is the methodology proposed by Keifer and Chu in 1957 [32], called the “Chicago” method.
The hyetograph created on the basis of the Keifer and Chu methodology is continuous. It is characterized
by variable, temporary rainfall intensity and one peak of maximum value. This peak divides the
hyetograph into two independent parts (branches): ascending and descending. Two parameters are
important here including time to peak (the duration from the rainfall beginning to the occurrence of the
peak), and time after the peak (the duration from the moment of the peak to the end of precipitation).

The previously mentioned Keifer and Chu in their research [32] for the Chicago area determined the
average value of the location of the peak at r = 0.375, as representative of the rainfall durations considered
t ∈ {15, 30, 60, 120} min. Hyetograph created on the basis of the Keifer and Chu methodology has a
continuous form. Therefore, it is not suitable directly for application in rainfall-runoff modeling using
existing application programs, where a discrete form of hyetographs (interval intensity) is required.

No less popular example of the reference hyetograph (from the group of methods based on whole
IDF curves) is the Euler type II model (Figure 2). This model is a discrete form and is recommended
for modeling sewage systems in Germany [8], as well as in Poland [12,33,34], in the presumption
that Polish climatic conditions are similar to German [35]. However, the shape of the Euler type II
reference hyetograph was not subjected to appropriate verification in Polish climatic conditions, which
will be done in this paper. This model is based on the assumption that the largest instantaneous (∆t)
precipitation intensity occurs at the end of one-third of its duration. For creating model precipitation
with a five-minute discretization step (∆t = 5 min), the precipitation with the highest interval intensity
is determined from the beginning of DDF/IDF curves. It is read for a given frequency of occurrence (C),
located at the end of one-third of the initial duration of the model precipitation. Subsequent, lower
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intensities are ranked in a descending order to the left of the range with the highest intensity until
the time of precipitation start is reached. The remaining, even lower range intensities are also ranked
in a descending order to the right of the range with the highest intensity until reaching the end of
precipitation. Usually, for the first one-third of the model rainfall duration (i.e., 33% t), approximately
70% of the total precipitation amount occurs.
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The second group of methods for creating reference hyetographs are methods based on historical
rainfall records. Hyetographs in this group are created by statistical analysis of data on selected
precipitation phenomena [21,22,24]. They are usually presented in the form of a cumulative hyetograph,
called dimensionless mass curves. These curves are a graphical representation of the relationship
between the relative amount of precipitation and its duration. The best known is the method proposed
by Huff in Reference [36] from 1967. Huff used precipitation data from a 12-year period (1955–1966)
from 49 rain gauges in a 1037 km2 prairie area, in the eastern part of the state of Illinois (USA).
He chose precipitation for durations from 1 to 48 h. Based on preliminary analyses, Huff divided
precipitation events into four groups, called quartiles. This determines which part of the duration of
precipitation its maximum intensity occurred (each group determines another 25% of the duration of
precipitation). Based on this division he created for each group, the quartile charts illustrating changes
in the amount of precipitation over time are characteristic of these groups. Huff curves are, therefore,
a probabilistic representation of the ratio of cumulative precipitation heights to the corresponding
cumulative durations (expressed as dimensionless) in the form of probability isopleths. Huff curves
have found widespread use to analyze the variability of precipitation over time, performed, among
others by Bonta and Rao [37], Pani and Haragan [38], Terranova and Iaquinta [39], Elfeki et al. [40], and
Pan et al. [41]. Bonta at work [42] from 2004, presented in detail the methodology for creating Huff mass
curves. Bonta also analyzed other factors affecting the construction and use of Huff curves, including
the sensitivity of the shape of the curves to the data sampling interval, the impact of minimum rainfall
heights selected for analysis, the minimum sample size, or the shape of the curves depending on
the season.

Another method that has also found a practical application is the dimensionless mass curves
method recommended by the SCS [18]. This method suggests types of rain height distributions over
time, depending on the US region. Many works refer to SCS curves, including Awadallah et al. [43].

According to German guidelines DVWK [16] from 1984, a model rainfall with maximum intensity
in the middle of the event should be taken as the reliable rainfall distribution (mainly for hydrological
calculations of small urbanized and uncontrolled catchments). The dimensionless sum curve of this
distribution is shown in Figure 3. This model is often used in Poland [44].

According to the course of the sum curve for the first 30% of the duration, precipitation will occur
in 20% of its total amount. After half the duration, 70% will appear, and the remaining 30% of the
total precipitation will occur in the second half of the duration. This distribution is similar to SCS type
II distribution.
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In the literature, you can also find many other, less known methods that present precipitation
distribution in the form of dimensionless curves, including in the works of Powell et al. [45] from
2007, Vandenberghe et al. [46] from 2010, or Terranova and Iaquetta [39] from 2011. To date, mass
curves have been used mainly for modeling small, uncontrolled river basins, and rarely for modeling
urbanized catchments [47].

Analysis of rainfall time variability for the purposes of creating reliable reference hyetographs is
of interest to many researchers. In the current studies, precipitation data were divided into groups
according to their duration (the genetic type of precipitation). Often, for each group (t), separate
reference hyetographs were created. However, there are no studies that would take into account
the frequency (C) of occurrence of given precipitation (with exceedance), which is necessary for the
application to model the reliability of a sewage system operation. At the same time, parameters of the
hyetograph describing unevenness in time are not specified, which should be taken into account when
comparing their shapes.

2. Method of Analysis

Unevenness of precipitation parameters over time (e.g., h, i, and q) can be determined and
compared in individual groups of their durations, respectively: convective, frontal, and low-pressure,
i.e., in the scope of t ∈ [10, 120] min, t ∈ (120, 720] min, and t > 720 min. Frequency of occurrence:
C ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10} years, as most commonly used for dimensioning and modeling of sewage systems
(according to ATV/DWA-A118: 2006 and PN-EN 752: 2017) should be considered. This is synonymous
with the need to analyze the shapes of local hyetographs taking into account the exceedance frequency
classes (C ∈ {≥1, ≥2, ≥5, ≥10} years).

Precipitation hyetograph can be characterized in terms of unevenness in time by two
geometric indicators:

� location of the interval ∆t with the cut off (tpeak) peak of maximum precipitation hmax(∆t),
� location of the interval ∆t with the cut off (tcg) of the center of gravity of the hyetograph Pc/2,

for a variable (dimensionless systems) or constant (dimensional systems) step discretization time
∆t, defined as:

r =
tpeak(hmax(∆t))

T
(1)

rcg =
tcg(Pc/2)

T
(2)

where: r—peak position ratio for the maximum interval precipitation height (hmax(∆t)),
tpeak(hmax(∆t))—the time of peak interval precipitation, min, T—total duration of rainfall, min,
rcg—hyetograph center of the gravity position indicator, tcg(Pc ÷ 2)—time of the center of gravity of the
hyetograph (for Pc ÷ 2), min, Pc—cumulative (total) rainfall amount (in time T), mm.
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For the needs of mass hyetographs in dimensionless systems (Euler type II or DVWK), a fixed
number of 10 intervals ∆t was assumed, which allows us to position the peak/peaks (r) of the maximum
interval height (intensity) of precipitation, with an accuracy of 0.1T. This forces the use of different,
discretely set values of time intervals: ∆t ∈ {1.0 min (for T = 10 min), 1.5 min (T = 15 min), 2.0 min
(T = 20 min), . . . 5.0 min (T = 50 min), . . . 144 min (T = 1440 min), . . . 432 min (T = 4320 min)}. For the
purposes of creating rainfall hyetographs in dimensional systems, a fixed value of the time interval will
be used: ∆t = 5.0 min (as in the Euler type II model), which, for convective precipitation, determines
the variable number of intervals ∆t (e.g., 24 for t = 120 min).

For the description and analysis of mass distribution on hyetographs (rainfall height distribution
over time), five mass indicators were defined.

� m1—as the cumulative ratio of precipitation height (mass) for the time from t = 0 to t = tpeak
(before the cut off peak of maximum rainfall hmax(∆t)), to the cumulative amount of precipitation
for the time from t = tpeak down t = T (by peak):

m1 =

∑tpeak
0 hi∑T
tpeak

hi
(3)

� m2—as the ratio of the maximum interval height (mass) of precipitation to the total height:

m2 =
hmax(∆t)

Pc(T)
(4)

� m3—as the ratio of the accumulated height (mass) of precipitation for the time from t = 0 to
t = 0.33T, to the total height.

m3 =

∑0.33T
0 hi

Pc(T)
(5)

� m4—as the ratio of the accumulated height (mass) of precipitation for the time from t = 0 to
t = 0.3T, to the total height.

m4 =

∑0.3T
0 hi

Pc(T)
(6)

� m5—as the ratio of the accumulated height (mass) of precipitation for the time from t = 0 to
t = 0.5T, to the total height.

m5 =

∑0.5T
0 hi

Pc(T)
(7)

where m1, m2, m3, m4, and m5—mass distribution ratios on a hyetograph (sum of rainfall amounts),
hi—instantaneous height of rainfall (for ∆t = 1 min), mm, hmax(∆t)—maximum interval (∆t)
precipitation height, mm, Pc(T)—total rainfall height (in time T), mm, 0.33T—first one-third of
the total rainfall duration (T), min, 0.3T—the first 30% of the total rainfall duration (T), min, and
0.5T—the first 50% of the total rainfall duration (T), min.

To describe unevenness of intensity (i), an indicator was defined as the ratio of the maximum interval
value to the average value from the entire duration of the precipitation (T), i.e., respectively.

ni =
imax(∆t)

im(T)
(8)

where: ni—indicator of rainfall intensity irregularity over time, imax(∆t)—maximum interval (∆t)
rainfall intensity, mm/min, and im (T)—mean rainfall intensity (over time T), mm/min.
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Some of the indicators (r, rcg, m1, m2, m4, and m5) are especially dedicated to the analysis of
similarity of mass hyetographs in dimensionless systems (variable value ∆t = 0.1T) for the DVWK
pattern. The remaining two indicators (m3 and ni) are dedicated to comparative analyses of shapes of
real precipitation hygrographs in dimensional systems (∆t = const = 5 min). In particular, the indicator
m3, according to Formula (5), is intended for analyses of the similarity of convective precipitation
hyetographs to a Euler type II pattern.

3. Study Area and Data Used

The research material is historical records of precipitation data from one of the measuring stations
of the Institute of Meteorology and Water Management—National Research Institute (IMGW-PIB),
located in Jelenia Góra. The station is placed at an altitude of 342 m a.s.l. and has high maximum
values of daily precipitation sums (119.3 mm). The location of the station is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Location of the IMGW-PIB Jelenia Góra measuring station.

For several years (since 2005), precipitation data on the IMGW-PIB meteorological stations are
recorded using electronic rain gauges—RG-50, by SEBA Hydrometrie GmbH & Co. KG KG. Rain
gauges are equipped with a heating system. They can, therefore, record rainfall not only during
periods of positive temperatures (May–October) but also in the months of the cold hydrological
half-year (November–April). Available data strings from rainfall registration at the IMGW-PIB Jelenia
Góra station fall in the period 1960–2008 (registration on paper strips) and 2005–2018 (electronic
registration), which, in total, translates into 59 years of a continuous rainfall observation. A separate
set of precipitation data was used to study the shapes of hyetographs registered with a time step of
1 minute in the period of 2005–2018.

For the selection of independent precipitation due to their frequency of occurrence: C ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10}
years, the physical model of maximum precipitation for Jelenia Góra, developed on the basis of rainfall
data from 1968–2017, was used.

h(t, C) = 4.088C0.317t0.306 (9)

applicable to: t ∈ [10, 1440] min and C ∈ [1, 50] years and necessary to determine the threshold values
for precipitation h(t, C) as the baseline for attributing the appropriate frequency of precipitation (C).
On this basis, the rainfall statistical analysis selected precipitation of exceedance frequencies C(T) ≥ 1
year, obtaining a population of 80 rainfall, which was grouped by duration into three groups (seven
subgroups). Then, due to the occurrence frequency, precipitation was classified into four classes of
exceedance rate. The amount of precipitation in individual groups of both classifications is summarized
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Number of precipitations in separate time groups and exceedance classes.

Classification Number of Rainfall (Percent)

Duration

t ≤ 120 min
≤60 min 10 (12%) 23 (29%)

80 (100%)

(60, 120] min 13 (16%)

t ∈ (120, 720] min
(120, 180] min 13 (16%)

39 (49%)(180, 360] min 12 (15%)
(360, 720] min 14 (18%)

t > 720 min
(720, 1440] min 11 (14%) 18 (22%)

>1440 min 7 (9%)

Frequency of
Occurrence

C ∈ [1, 2) years 26 (33%)

80 (100%)C ∈ [2, 5) years 24 (30%)
C ∈ [5, 10) years 9 (11%)

C ≥ 10 years 21 (26%)

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Grouping Precipitation for Statistical Analysis

4.1.1. Huff’s Method

For the purpose of examining the shapes of dimensionless mass hyetographs, a discrete value of
the time interval ∆t(T) was determined in which the increase in precipitation height will be analyzed.
The time step established for each of the selected precipitation had to meet the condition of obtaining
10 intervals: ∆t ε {1.0 min (for T = 10 min); 1.5 min (for T = 15 min); 2.0 min (for T = 20 min); . . . 144 (for
T = 1440 min); . . . 432 min (for T = 4320 min)}. Then, for each time interval ∆t, representing 10% (0.1T)
of the total duration of precipitation, cumulative rainfall heights were determined hi/Pc ≡ P/Pc—for
cumulative durations ti/T. First, the Huff methodology was used to analyze the similarity of the
shapes of the examined hyetographs. Huff curves are based on the division of precipitation into
four groups—quartiles depending on the part of the duration, which occurred as the largest amount
(mass gain). According to this division method, precipitation increases in each of the 25% of the rainfall
duration, which were determined for each of the analyzed precipitation. The rainfall were assigned to
four quartile groups on this basis.

As a result, the 80 tested precipitations were assigned to Huff groups I, II, III, and IV in the
following order: 30 (37%), 27 (34%), 19 (24%), and 4 (5% of the population). It can be seen that the
largest population of the analyzed phenomena are precipitation from the I and II quartile group (71%),
which means that the vast majority of precipitation mass increase is concentrated in the first half of its
duration. For each quartile group, the associated sum curves with the calculated median curve are
illustrated (Figure 5).

In each of the received quartile groups, the amount of precipitation was examined in individual
duration groups as well as in the frequency classes of exceedance. Generally, for convective (29% of
the population) and frontal (49%) precipitation, a significant numerical superiority of their occurrence
was observed in quartile groups I and II (61%), where the largest increase in precipitation occurs in
the first half of the duration. Low-pressure rainfall (22% of the population), i.e., duration t > 720 min,
occurs in all quartile groups. In the least numerous IV quartile group, there are mainly low-pressure
rainfall (three from the subgroup t ∈ (720, 1440] min).

The above results of preliminary analyses confirm the general conclusions of Huff’s
studies [36,48,49] that the largest rainfall population (71%) occurs in the first and second quartile
groups. The grouping of rainfall population in Jelenia Góra with the Huff’s method confirmed the
observations that precipitation with durations T ≤ 360 min tend to be more often associated with the
distribution, according to the first quartile (42%), while precipitation by T ∈ (360, 720] min most often
belong to the second quartile (43%). For precipitation with longer durations, Huff’s regularity was no
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longer confirmed that for T ∈ (720, 1440] min precipitation usually have a distribution characteristic
of the third quartile (in Jelenia Góra are evenly spaced in four quartiles) and the precipitation of
T > 1440 min most often have the distribution of the fourth quartile (in Jelenia Góra, they predominate
in the third quartile). The results of the above analyses clearly indicate the randomness of the tested
precipitation phenomena.
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In the case of rainfall analysis in four classes of exceedance frequencies (Table 2), one can
notice a numerical superiority of precipitation included in the I or II quartile group, respectively,
with 30 precipitation (37% of the population) and 27 precipitation (34%) in relation to other quartile
groups. In particular, in class I of the frequency of exceedance, i.e., for C ∈ [1, 2) years, comprising
26 precipitation (33% of events), the number of precipitation in the first quartile group prevails—14
precipitation, i.e., 54%. In the separated class II of the frequency of exceedance, i.e., for C ∈ [2, 5)
years, covering 24 precipitation (30% of the population), precipitation in the I and II quarter groups
predominate, with 8 and 10 precipitation, respectively, i.e., 33% and 42%. In the III class of the
exceedance frequency—for C ∈ [5, 10) years, comprising only nine precipitations (11% of the total
population), the number of precipitations in the I quarter group prevails—4, i.e., 44%. In class IV of the
exceedance frequency tested, among the precipitation by C ≥ 10 years, comprising 21 events (26% of
the population), are prevailing in precipitation already included in the II or III quartile group—10 and
7 precipitation, respectively, i.e., 48% and 33% (Table 2).

Grouping of precipitation by the Huff method, even though it allows the detection of interesting
general hydrological relationships, it does not allow the determination of clear “patterns” of examined
mass hyetographs/histograms, which both depend on the duration of precipitation and the frequency
of occurrence. Shapes of dimensionless hyetographs in the form of sum curves of precipitation
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heights (Figure 5) in Huff’s quartile groups are quite irregular. However, the mass distribution of the
hyetograph in the first quartile group is most similar to the Euler type II standard, wherein one-third of
the initial duration of precipitation with approximately two-thirds of its weight is deposed. In contrast,
the second quartile group approximately reflects the mass distribution, according to the DVWK pattern,
where 20% of its precipitation is deposited on 30% of the initial duration of the precipitation, and on
50% T—already 70% by mass [16,50].

Table 2. Number of precipitations by exceedance frequency classes in Huff’s quartile groups.

Exceedance
Classes C

Quartile Groups
Total

I II III IV

C ∈ [1, 2) years 14 5 5 2 26 (33%)
C ∈ [2, 5) years 8 10 5 1 24 (30%)
C ∈ [5, 10) years 4 2 2 1 9 (11%)

C ≥ 10 years 4 10 7 0 21 (26%)
Total 30 (37%) 27 (34%) 19 (24%) 4 (5%) 80 (100%)

4.1.2. Cluster Analysis Using the Ward Method

For the purpose of the work, an attempt was made to examine in detail the similarity features of
the shapes of rainfall hyetographs in groups (and subgroups) of their duration, taking into account
the exceedance frequency classes. First, cluster analysis using the Ward method was used to extract
homogeneous, similar subsets of the objects of the studied population. The measure of similarity is the
function of the bond distance of object pairs. Most of the Euclidean distance is used, i.e., the geometric
distance in the multi-dimensional space of the form [51].

d(x, y) =

√√√ p∑
i=1

(xi − yi)
2 (10)

where xi and yi are the values of cumulative rainfall amounts of the examined rainfall x and y, and p is
the number of rainfalls tested.

The Ward method belongs to the hierarchical methods in which each object is a separate cluster
and then viewed lying nearest to each other, which are combined into a new cluster until one cluster.
The error sum of squares is a measure of the diversity of the cluster relative to the mean values,
determined from the formula.

ESS =
k∑

i=1

(xi − x)2 (11)

where: xi—value of the cumulative rainfall amount being the segmentation criterion for i rainfall,
k—number of objects in focus.

Figure 6 presents the dendrogram resulting from the grouping of the analyzed 80 precipitation
shapes from the IMGW-PIB station in Jelenia Góra. The analysis of the chart made it possible to
determine the cut-off distance of approximately 3, which led to the division of precipitation into four
clusters with clearly different courses of intensity changes over time.

Figure 7 shows the total rainfall curves belonging to four clusters created by the Ward method,
with median curves plotted. Cluster group numbers were given from the dendrogram shown in
Figure 6 from left to right.

The most numerous cluster No. 3 covers 34% of the analyzed precipitation phenomena.
Precipitation belonging to this cluster is characterized by maximum height increases occurring
in the first half of their duration. Cluster No. 1 (26% of observations) is the second-largest, in which
maximum height increases occur in the second half of the duration. Cluster No. 2 has a similar
proportion (25%), but the rainfall belonging to this cluster has a similar, even course, without significant
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changes in intensity over time. Cluster 4 is characterized by the largest increases in the median
interval. This, despite the small share of this cluster in the whole set (15%), makes them the most
important among the analyzed groups for practical reasons including creating precipitation patterns
(Euler type) for modeling sewage systems. However, the DVWK pattern was not clearly mapped in
any of the clusters.
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4.1.3. Cluster Analysis Using the Method of k-Means

The results of agglomeration of 80 precipitation using the Ward method showed the existence of
four clusters with similar runs of sum curves (dimensionless hyetographs) within the selected groups.
This allows using another method of grouping precipitation—the method of k-means. This method
consists of dividing the population into a predetermined number of clusters, and the obtained division
is improved during the agglomeration procedure, which moves objects between them so as to obtain
the minimum variance inside each of them. For grouping precipitation using the method of k-means,
the number of clusters was assumed k = 4. Figure 8 shows the sum curves of precipitation in 4 on the
graphs—new clusters separated by the method k-means, together with the median curves plotted.

As a result of grouping of precipitation by this method, more expressive clusters were obtained
compared to the results of grouping by the Ward method. The bundles of most precipitation sum
curves are closer to the respective medians in the four analyzed clusters.
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In the case of precipitation grouping by the k-means method, the most numerous cluster is group 3,
covering 38% (30 precipitations) of the analyzed population. The mass distribution on hyetographs
belonging to this cluster is similar to the Euler type II standard, where, in one-third of the initial
duration of precipitation, approximately two-thirds of its weight is deposed. Cluster No. 2 covering
34% of the population (27 precipitation) is the second largest. Precipitation belonging to this cluster
is characterized by a relatively even course of changes in height over time (without clear peaks).
Precipitation belonging to cluster No. 1, in the number 17 (21% of the population), has peaks of
intensity increase. This is shifted to the second half of the duration. Precipitation belonging to cluster 4,
with the smallest number 6 (7% of the population), has peaks of intensity increase, which is located in
the first one-fifth of the duration (Figure 8). However, cluster No. 4 has the highest numerical value of
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the peak of relative increment, interval median height (hi/Pc = 0.575—almost six times bigger than the
average hi /Pc = 0.1). In turn, that makes it similar in this respect to the Euler model precipitation (as a
model for modeling stormwater drainage).

This method also resulted in more expressive median peaks in three clusters: No. 1 (hi/Pc = 0.23),
No. 3 (hi/Pc = 0.27), and No. 4 (hi/Pc = 0.575) with their relative position: r = ti/T ≈ (0.6–0.7) for cluster
No. 1, r ≈ (0.2–0.3) for cluster No. 3, and r ≈ 0.2 for cluster No. 4. Whereas, for cluster No. 2, the most
aligned course of relative rainfall heights (on an average level: hi/Pc = 0.1) during (T). Method k-means,
therefore, gives qualitatively better results of rainfall grouping compared to the Ward method.

In each of the clusters created by the k-means method, the number of precipitations was also
analyzed in individual groups of durations, taking into account the exceedance frequency classes.
In this respect, for the four clusters analyzed, there are no clear relationships, which only emphasizes
the randomness of the phenomena studied.

The results of precipitation grouping using the k-means cluster analysis allowed for initial
verification of relative position (r) peaks of the largest, interval height (intensity) of precipitation.
It is important for creating precipitation patterns for modeling the operation of drainage systems.
It was shown (Figure 8) that almost half of the analyzed rainfall (45% of the population) has a peak of
cumulative (average) height located at one-third of the initial duration (clusters 3 and 4) during which
over two-thirds of the height (mass) is deposited with total rainfall. Therefore, the features of mass
distribution on dimensionless hyetographs belonging to the clusters No. 3 and 4 are similar to the
Euler type II model. Clusters 3 and 4 include the majority (15) of convective precipitation (C) and the
majority (10) of frontal precipitation (F) from the border between C and F, i.e., T ≤ 180 min, which
is particularly important for modeling drainage in urban areas. These precipitations will, therefore,
be subjected to a detailed quantitative analysis of the similarity of the histogram shapes to the Euler
type II pattern.

In turn, frontal and low-pressure rainfall can be used to verify the DVWK pattern. Thus, they will
be subjected to a detailed quantitative analysis of the similarity of dimensionless shapes of hyetographs
to the literature pattern, where, for the first 30% of the duration of precipitation, there is 20% of its total
amount. In the middle of the duration, it appears as 70%, and the remaining 30% of the total amount
occurs in the second half of the duration (i.e., at 50% T) [16,50]. Neither cluster analysis using the
Ward method or the method of k-means did not indicate such specific features of mass distribution on
dimensionless hyetographs. However, precipitation distribution by the Huff method clearly indicated
the II quartile group (Figure 5) similar in shape to the DVWK rainfall pattern. This group includes
13 precipitations, respectively: 10 F with T > 180 min and 3 L > 720 min.

4.2. Models Verification

4.2.1. Verification of Euler Type II Pattern

In clusters No. 3 and No. 4, there are, respectively, 13 and 2—total 15 convective precipitation,
out of a total of 23 C, which is two-thirds (65%) of the C rainfall population. Of the frontal precipitation
(on the border of convective precipitation), i.e., with durations t ε (120, 180] min, in clusters No. 3
and 4 there are, respectively, 8 and 2—a total of 10 precipitation, which is 77% of the population
(including 13 precipitations from this duration range). Figure 9 presents graphs of the sum curves of
the 25 analyzed precipitations (15 C and 10 F) together with the calculated median curve, which shows
that, in one-third of their initial duration, the rainfall mass reaches approximately 67% and the peak
height location has a value r ≈ 0.2.

The characteristic values of indicators calculated for the selected 25 precipitations are:
r ∈ [0.05, 0.38], rcg ∈ [0.12, 0.38], m1 ∈ [0.25, 2.73], m2 ∈ [0.27, 0.65], m3 ∈ [0.32, 0.96], and ni ∈ [2.16, 6.36].

It can be seen that both the peak location indicator r and the center of gravity indicator rcg do not
exceed 0.38. Therefore, they slightly exceed 0.33, which is characteristic for the Euler model. Indicator
value m1 is extremely 2.73, which means that the mass of precipitation before the peak to the mass
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after the peak has a maximum ratio of 2.73:1. The ratio of the maximum interval precipitation to the
total height does not exceed the value m2 = 0.65, which means it can be up to 6.5 times the average
(hi/Pc = 0.1). The indicator values m3 are of particular interest (the ratio of accumulated precipitation
mass for one-third of the initial time to the total mass). The indicator values m3 change in the range
from 0.32 (even rainfall) up to 0.96 (highly uneven precipitation). Similarly, the ni indicator values are
characteristic. They range from ni = 2.16—low rainfall unevenness (maximum range values are about
twice the average), up to even ni = 6.36—high rainfall unevenness (maximum range values are over six
times higher than the average).
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Figure 10. Dimensionless “reference” hyetograph for 25 precipitation (with T ≤ 180 min) with box
charts with measurement results.

In Figure 10, the ranges of changes in measured relative interval values (∆t = 0.1T) of the
precipitation amount (hi/Pc) are depicted using box charts that include the pictogram information
on the location, dispersion, and shape of the empirical distribution of the studied size. The shape
of the box (its range) is shown by the shape of the graph, covering the entire range of data (from
the lowest to the highest value). The length of the box is equal to the quarter (quartile) range, i.e.,
the difference between the first and third quartiles. The quartile is, therefore, one of the measures of
the location of given observation values. The first quartile (bottom edge of the box) contains 25% of
observations. The second quartile divides the observation collection in half, which corresponds to
the median. The third quartile (upper edge of the box) divides the observation dataset into two parts,
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respectively, with 75% located below this quartile and 25% located above. In Figure 10, the whiskers
are limited to the 10% and 90% percentile of the data set (which are identified in the literature by
Bonta [42] and Huff [36,48,49], with confidence intervals at 10% and 90%, respectively).

It should be noted that discrete median values in Figure 10 were determined for interval increments
of precipitation in contrast to the median illustrated in Figure 9, where these values were determined on
the basis of total mass curves. This leads to some differences in the relative values of the height interval
peaks such as the peak value hi/Pc, according to sum curves. It falls from the level of approximately
0.29 to approximately 0.25 by interval increments. There are no differences in the peak location itself:
r = 0.2ti/T, i.e., in one-fifth of the duration of rainfall.

As stated earlier, the Euler type II model belongs to the group of reference hyetographs/histograms
based on the entire IDF curve. It has a dimensional (h, i, q) and discrete (∆t = const = 5 min) form.
The features of mass distribution on dimensionless hyetographs of 25 tested precipitation from the
IMGW Jelenia Góra station are similar to the Euler type II model. However, this observation requires
confirmation in a detailed quantitative assessment similar to the dimensional histogram shapes of
these precipitations. These precipitations will, therefore, be subject to a detailed quantitative analysis
of similarity to the Euler type II pattern.

For comparative analyses of the shapes of 25 real (dimensional) precipitation histograms, it was
necessary to develop standard Euler type II rainfall—from DDF/IDF curves for this station. The model
of maximum precipitation amounts (9) was used to create DDF curves, from which precipitation
heights were calculated for t = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 45, 60, 75, 90, 120, and 180 min and C = 1, 2, 5,
and 10 years. It was necessary for the construction of 28 Euler models for seven durations: T = 30, 45,
60, 75, 90, 120, and 180 min (accepted values T, in terms of real precipitation duration and meeting the
criterion of division into three equal parts), and in four frequency classes: C = 1, 2, 5, and 10 years.

For the developed Euler type II precipitation, “reference” mass distributions were determined
according to the indicator m3 as the ratio of accumulated precipitation for the time from t = 0 to
t = 0.33T to total height over time t = T (according to Formula (5)). Mass distributions by indicator
m3 proved to be almost identical, independent of T and C. The average value of the indicator was
m3 = 0.714. The “model” differentiation of unevenness in the intensity of Euler’s model rainfall by the
ni indicator was also analyzed, as the ratio of the maximum intensity of the rainfall interval (∆t = 5
min) to mean intensity over time T (according to Formula (8)). The results of the calculations are given
in Table 3.

Table 3. The values of the ni indicator for Euler type II models.

Frequency of
Rainfall Occurrence

Rainfall Duration T, Min
Mean

30 45 60 75 90 120 180

C = 1 year 3.47 4.60 5.60 6.56 7.43 9.10 12.05 6.97
C = 2 years 3.46 4.59 5.61 6.53 7.44 9.05 11.99 6.95
C = 5 years 3.47 4.59 5.61 6.55 7.43 9.06 12.04 6.96

C = 10 years 3.47 4.60 5.61 6.55 7.44 9.07 12.02 6.97
Mean 3.47 4.60 5.61 6.55 7.43 9.07 12.03 6.96

In the developed Euler type II standard precipitation for the Jelenia Góra station, unevenness
according to the indicator ni varies (from 3.47 to 12.03) in individual durations T = 30–180 min,
but independent of precipitation (C) frequency of occurrence. Average indicator value ni = 6.96
(Table 3). The value of the peak position ratio in Euler type II models is, on average, r = 0.285 changes
in the range of 0.25 for T = 30 min to 0.32 for T = 180 min, regardless of C.

For comparative purposes, for the initial assessment of mass distribution and unevenness in
intensity (i) of real precipitation, three indicators were used: r, m3, and ni. They are dedicated especially
to quantitative assessments of the similarity of the shape of real precipitation histograms to the Euler
type II standard. For the analyzed precipitation (15 C and 10 F with C ∈ [1.0, > 50] years), characteristic
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(real—referred to time T) values of indicators are: r ∈ [0.07, 0.39], mean value: 0.22, m3 ∈ [0.30, 0.96],
mean value: 0.65, ni ∈ [2.16, 9.49], mean value: 4.92.

For comparative purposes of real precipitation histograms with Euler type II model histograms,
it was necessary to use a different methodology for interpreting the duration parameter (T) of actual
precipitation. Namely, to maintain the principle of creating the Euler model rainfall, i.e., meeting the
divisibility of the duration of precipitation into three equal parts, and, at the same time, its divisibility
into intervals (with a time step) ∆t = 5 min. The actual duration (T) of the rainfall had to be corrected
up to their model duration (T’). At stake here is only its correction up (elongation) so as not to lose
the mass (height) of actual precipitation. For example, precipitation (of 7 November 2008, with the
parameters: Pc = 14.8 mm, T = 38 min, and C = 1.7 years) requires an extension of the actual duration
T = 38 min to model one T’ = 45 min. Then penultimate interval ∆t, between the 35th and 40th minute,
it will contain precipitation from the last 3 min, while the last interval ∆t between 40 and 45 min
will be empty. On this basis, a re-comparative analysis of real precipitation histograms with Euler’s
model histograms was performed for model time T’. Three indicators were again used for quantitative
analyzes: r, m3, and ni and were interpreted. For example, r’—as the ratio of the position of the interval
∆t = 5 min with the peak cut off (tpeak) maximum height hmax(∆t)—until model time T’ (instead of to
time T as in Formula (1)). Similarly, the definitions of other indicators were modified. Characteristic
for the model time for the analyzed precipitation T’ indicator values are: r’ ∈ [0.06, 0.38], mean value:
0.21, m3′ ∈ [0.36, 0.97], mean value: 0.69, ni

′
∈ [2.22, 9.51], mean value: 5.23.

The above average values of indicators for model time T’ are slightly lower by 0.01 for r’,
while higher by 0.04 for m3′ and 0.31 for ni

′, compared to the calculated for the actual duration of
precipitation T. However, the results of these analyses allow drawing methodically correct conclusions
regarding the comparison of 25 dimensional hyetographs of precipitation from Jelenia Góra with
28 Euler type II models for this station.

� Peak position indicator values of maximum height versus time T’, include: r’ ∈ [0.06, 0.38], with
an average value r’ = 0.21. The value of this indicator in Euler type II models is on average
r = 0.285-changes: r ∈ [0.25, 0.32] for the range T = T’ ∈ [30, 180] min. Both peaks occur in the first,
one-third rainfall duration T = T’.

� Mass distributions on 25 dimensional histograms were variable within: m3′ ∈ [0.36, 0.97], however
average value: m3′ = 0.69 is very close to the constant value m3′ = 0.714 for 28 Euler type II models.
In both cases, the main precipitation mass is located in the first, one-third of the duration T = T’.

� Rainfall irregularity over 25 histograms was significant within limits ni’∈ [2.22, 9.51], on average
ni’ = 5.23 in Euler type II standard precipitation. The unevenness was similar within the limits ni
∈ [3.47, 12.03], on average ni = 6.96. These values should also be considered similar.

4.2.2. DVWK Pattern Verification

For verification of the similarity of shapes of dimensionless hyetographs to the DVWK pattern,
frontal and low-pressure precipitation, physically indicated, will be used from the Huff quartile group
II (Figure 5). This group shows approximately the specific characteristics of the mass distribution
according to the DVWK pattern on a dimensionless hyetograph, where, for the first 30% of the duration
of precipitation, 20% of its total amount is present. In the middle of the duration, 70% of the amount
appears, and the remaining 30% of the amount occurs in the second half of the duration. Therefore,
the DVWK model describes precipitation with the maximum intensity occurring in the middle of the
event duration (this distribution is also similar to SCS type II distribution).

A detailed quantitative analysis showing the similarity of dimensionless shapes of hyetographs to
the DVWK literature pattern will be subject to 13 precipitations: 10 frontal (T > 180 min) and three
low-pressure rainfalls. For comparative purposes, to assess mass distribution and assess unevenness in
intensity (i) of real precipitation, seven indicators were used: r, rcg, m1, m2, m4, m5, and ni—dedicated
especially to quantitative assessments showing the similarity of the real precipitation hyetographs’
shape to the DVWK pattern. The characteristic values of indicators calculated for the analyzed
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13 precipitation rates are: r ∈ [0.05, 0.55], mean value: 0.34, rcg∈ [0.27, 0.49], mean value: 0.38,
m1∈ [0.10, 2.29], mean value: 0.92, m2∈ [0.18, 0.46], mean value: 0.31, ni ∈ [1.80, 4.61], mean value: 3.05,
m4 ∈ [0.07, 0.61], mean value: 0.37 (median 0.38), m5 ∈ [0.57, 0.93], and mean value: 0.74 (median 0.71).

Based on measured and calculated precipitation parameters, a dimensionless ‘standard’ sum curve
was developed (from median intervals of dimensionless heights) with the results of measurements in
the boxes, shown in Figure 11, along with the polyline curve, according to the DVWK pattern.
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Figure 11. Box plot hyetograph of 10 frontal and three low-pressure precipitation (solid line) together
with the DVWK pattern (dashed line).

The “reference” sum curve represents dimensionless precipitation similar to the DVWK pattern.
High compliance of both models occurs for the value of the main indicator m5 mass distribution
(i.e., for ti/T = 0.50)—with median value: hi/Pc = 0.71 for the analyzed rainfall and hi/Pc = 0.70 for the
DVWK pattern. However, for the mass distribution indicator m4 (for ti/T = 0.30), there are already
discrepancies in median values: hi/Pc = 0.38 for the analyzed rainfall and hi/Pc = 0.20 for the DVWK
pattern. The average value of unevenness during the intensity of the analyzed precipitation: ni = 3.05
is practically equal to the value ni = 3.00 for the DVWK pattern. For the tested precipitation, according
to the course of the sum curve, for the first 20% of the duration (T) will occur in 15% of its total amount
(Pc) after a time of 60% T appears as 85% Pc and the remaining 15% Pc will occur at 40% T.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

For IMGW-PIB Jelenia Góra station, based on the maximum precipitation model, time series of
maximum rainfall occurrences were determined for the assumed times and frequency of exceedance
(C ≥ 1 year, C ≥ 2 years C ≥ 5 years and C ≥ 10 years). To examine the shapes of local hyetographs,
precipitation with exceedance frequencies were selected for the statistical analysis C(T) ≥ 1 year, which
was then genetically grouped by duration, on precipitation: convective (with T ≤ 120 min), frontal
(T ∈ (120, 720] min), and low-pressure (T > 720 min).

To group precipitation due to the similarity of physical–genetic features, various research
methodologies were used: Huff, cluster analysis using the Ward method and k-means (for k = 4).
These methods, and especially the k-means method, proved to be useful for selecting precipitation
in terms of shape hyetographs. Grouping of precipitation by the Huff method does not allow for
unambiguous attribution of “standards” to the examined mass hyetographs, depending on the
duration of precipitation or the frequency of occurrence. However, it indicates that mass distributions
on dimensionless hyetographs of the medians, in the I quartile group is the closest to the Euler
type II standard. On the other hand, mass distributions in the II quartile group are similar to the
DVWK standard. Grouping of precipitation using the Ward method resulted in the formation of four
characteristic clusters of which cluster No. 4 had the distribution of precipitation mass most similar to
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the Euler type II model. However, the DVWK pattern was not clearly mapped in any of the clusters.
For grouping precipitation using the k-means method, the number of clusters was assumed k = 4.
More expressive clusters were obtained compared to the results of the Ward clustering. The mass
distribution on hyetographs belonging to this cluster is similar to the Euler type II standard, where in
one-third of the initial duration of precipitation for approximately two-thirds of its mass and the value
of the relative position of the peak is r ≈ (0.2 ÷ 0.3). Precipitation belonging to cluster No. 4 (7% of
the population) have intensity increase peaks located in the first, one-fifth part of the duration, more
precisely r ≈ 0.2. In addition, this cluster is characterized by the largest numerical value of the height
interval peak (almost six times greater than the average), which makes it similar in this respect to the
Euler precipitation.

Statistical analysis of the similarity of dimensionless shapes of hyetographs was performed
within the separated genetic clusters, with the determination of mass distribution parameters and
unevenness in time, defined by eight indicators in the paper. Comparative analysis of test results
included verification of the shapes of Euler type II and DVWK standards. For verification of the Euler
type II model, convective and frontal precipitation with duration times up to 180 minutes were selected,
from clusters No. 3 and 4 obtained by the k-means method. As a result of comparisons, it was found
that the mass distribution on 25 dimensional histograms, according to the average value indicator,
m3′ = 0.69 is very close to the constant value m3 = 0.71—for 28 Euler type II models. This means that
the main rainfall mass is located in the first one-third of the duration T = T’. The value of the peak
height indicator of the maximum height hmax(∆t) was, on average, r’ = 0.21, and, in Euler type II
models, r = 0.285. Therefore, both peaks occur in the first, one-third rainfall duration T = T’. Generally,
it should be stated that the Euler type II standard is suitable for the description of precipitation from
the IMGW-PIB mountain station in Jelenia Góra. The tested discrepancies fall within the accuracy class
of hydrological measurements and calculations related to random phenomena.

Because the results of cluster analyses did not clearly indicate the specific features of mass
distribution according to the DVWK pattern, but only the grouping of precipitation by the Huff method,
precipitation verification from the II quartile group was adopted for verification of the pattern, where
there are 13 frontal and low rainfall with such characteristics. High compliance of both models was
observed for the value of the main mass distribution index m5 where median values: hi/Pc = 0.71
for the analyzed precipitation and hi/Pc = 0.70 for the DVWK pattern. For the second indicator m4,
there are already some discrepancies in median values: hi/Pc = 0.38—for the analyzed precipitation
and hi/Pc = 0.20 for the DVWK pattern. The distribution of mass of precipitation in Jelenia Góra is as
follows: for 20% T—15% Pc, for 60% T—85% Pc (remaining 15% Pc—in 40% T). The average value of
unevenness during the intensity of the tested precipitation: ni = 3.05 is practically equal: ni = 3.00—for
the DVWK standard. Generally speaking, it should be stated that the DVWK standard is approximate
in the class of the accuracy of measurements and hydrological calculations of random phenomena.

The conducted studies allow formulating the following conclusions of practical significance.

� Euler type II and DVWK model rainfall patterns are similar to real precipitation (in the case of the
analyzed station), so they can be used for hydrodynamic modeling of stormwater drainage.

� Development of model rainfall scenarios for hydrodynamic modeling should be based on local
DDF/IDF curves (developed for a given location, based on many years of measurements).

� In order to obtain reliable hydrodynamic modeling results, both Euler type II and DVWK model
rainfall should be used in parallel with real precipitation models. This approach will increase the
number of variants and, thus, the certainty of simulations.

The research, according to the methodology proposed in the work, should be continued for more
meteorological stations to be confirmed in other regions of Poland.
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